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Abstract

Given a very large undirected graph (on the order of thousands or millions of edges), how can

we break it up into a small number of important aspects to display to a user? And how can

we determine what to show or hide in our visualization? Our proposed solution is SumVis,

an interactive graph visualization tool that summarizes a large graph by visualizing it in a

clear and succinct manner. The tool allows users to interact with a condensed form of an

input graph and uses ‘glyphs’ to represent the graph’s constituent subgraphs. Spy plot and

node-link diagram views of the input graph are additionally integrated with the visualization

to provide context for each glyph and where they are situated relative to the full data.

Finally, to set SumVis apart from existing graph visualization tools, which become illeg-

ible on graphs containing more than a few hundred edges, our implementation displays no

more than 5 glyphs onscreen at a time.



1 Introduction

Words like ‘terabyte’ and ‘petabyte’ are becoming increasingly prevalent when describing

graphs today. It is clear that graph sizes have increased significantly over the years, and,

as data accumulates over time, the magnitudes will only continue to grow. The ability to

gain insight on such dense data is invaluable, but the challenge lies in determining the most

effective method to do so. One method is visualization. Currently there exists a number of

tools which aim to provide a means for users to explore and understand large graphs through

visualization and interaction. While these tools work well to some degree, they begin to lose

their effectiveness as graphs become increasingly complex.

In order to effectively use visualization to understand large graphs, it is critical to develop

a means to represent them both succinctly and effectively. Being able to do so would be a

significant contribution to the graph visualization community.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Node-Link Diagrams

The representation for graphs that is used most frequently is the “node-link” (also known

as “vertex-edge”) diagram, which represents nodes as circles and edges as lines that connect

two circles. This representation is advantageous for its simplicity and is used by a number

of graph visualization tools such as Cytoscape, Neo4j, and Gephi.
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(a) Gephi graph on a small dataset (b) Cytoscape graph on a small dataset

(c) Gephi graph on a large dataset (d) Cytoscape graph on a large dataset

Figure 1: Output produced by Gephi and Cytoscape on a graph containing 45

edges, versus 2,041 edges.

Node-link diagrams are advantageous for their clear depiction of relationships between

entities and the clean interfaces of the aforementioned graph visualization tools make them

accessible to users and fairly easy to use. The tools additionally incorporate interactive

elements, such as scrolling, clicking, and dragging, which gives users a more ‘tactile’ way to

explore the graph. Unfortunately node-link diagrams do not scale very well and lose their

readability once graph sizes exceed a few hundred edges—a number that is very small in

comparison to the data sizes that exist today. As a result the graph visualization tools that

solely use node-link diagram representations are rendered impractical when dealing with
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large graphs. As can be seen in Figure 11, displaying graphs with a nontrivial amount of

edges causes the visualization to be overly cluttered. Thus it can be concluded that simple

implementations of node-link diagrams are impractical for large datasets and alternative

methods should be considered.

2.2 Motif Simplification

Dunne et al. [3] proposed a solution to this issue which uses the strategy of motif simplifi-

cation. Instead of simply visualizing graphs as node-link diagrams, the graph’s underlying

motifs (such as cliques) are identified and contracted into glyphs. The resulting graph is a

simplified version of the original graph with fewer nodes.

Figure 2: Example of motif simplification from Dunne et al.

Dunne’s implementation also incorporates user interactivity and makes use of labels and

tooltips to expose information about the glyphs.

The solution proposed by Dunne et al. was a seminal source of inspiration for SumVis

and their strategy of using glyphs to represent subgraphs was adopted for our visualization

solution.
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Figure 3: Labeling in motif simplification.

2.3 VoG

A very important influence for SumVis is VoG [1], a scalable graph summary algorithm

that extracts a set of (possibly overlapping) subgraphs from an input graph. VoG provides

a method for succinctly describing a graph by explaining as many of its edges in as simple

as possible terms. SumVis can be considered as an extension of VoG as it takes the output

produced by VoG and visualizes it in a comprehensible manner.

3 Methodology

3.1 System Overview

SumVis takes an undirected graph represented by a comma-separated file of (source, desti-

nation, edge weight) tuples and passes it to VoG for analysis. Once VoG has identified all

the substructures in the graph the output is then processed and visualized in Processing1.

1 https://processing.org/
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3.2 Initial Design

Figure 4: Proposed mockup of the intended output of SumVis.

Since SumVis uses the same vocabulary to describe subgraphs as VoG it was necessary

to design glyphs for each structure recognized by VoG. In the diagram above the orange

symbol is a clique, the yellow symbol is a star, the green symbol is a bipartite core, and the

blue symbol is a chain. The glyphs were designed to be as simple and intuitive as possible.

Because it is possible to find structures that overlap within a graph, overlapping sub-

graphs must also be represented in a comprehensible manner.

Figure 5: Proposed representations of overlapping subgraphs.
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In the initial design phase every overlapping subgraph combination had special glyphs

(‘superglyphs’) attributed to them. The superglyphs were designed allows the user to clearly

understand what overlaps are involved while maintaining simplicity. Superglyphs would be

larger than normal glyphs and their sizes scale proportionally to the number of glyphs they

are constructed from; the larger size makes them visually distinguishable from the normal

glyphs when placed together and allows for clarity as overlaps become increasingly nested.

The sample superglyphs in Figure 5, from left to right, are: star-bipartite core, clique-star,

chain-star, and clique-star-bipartite core.

Figure 6: A mockup of how the glyphs and superglyphs would look together.

3.3 Initial Implementation

3.3.1 Interface Design

The interface showed the name of the dataset being visualized and the structures displayed

onscreen. They had the option to save the visualization as an uncompressed PNG image
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using the ‘Save Screen’ option. A customization option was also available for users to change

the appearance of the glyphs.

3.3.2 Visualization and Interaction

Figure 7: A graph’s top 5 structures found by VoG.

Glyphs were arranged onscreen using a force-directed graph layout, which minimized the

number of crossing edges. Using a force-directed layout allowed the individual components

of the graph to be viewed with better clarity while being aesthetically pleasing. The size of

the glyphs scaled logarithmically to the number of entities (nodes) they contained.

Since the graph’s underlying subgraphs were being visualized, there were no “edges” be-

tween glyphs. Rather, glyphs were connected by “regions”–which designated whether two

glyphs shared any entities in common. To visually distinguish regions from normal edges,
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regions were drawn with thicker line weights and lower opacities. The thickness of the re-

gions were logarithmically proportional to the number of entities two glyphs had in common.

Figure 8: A full-clique is selected.

Hovering over a glyph displayed its name and size. If the user were to click on a glyph

the ‘Expand Glyph’ button would appear to allow the user to view its underlying nodes.
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Figure 9: Top 5 nodes of the selected full-clique in Figure 8.

‘Expand Glyph’ took the user to a new screen which visualized the structure’s top 5

nodes, determined by degree. Hovering over a node displayed its ID. A ‘Go Back’ button

was present if users wished to return to the previous screen.

3.3.3 User Feedback

The visualization was presented at SCS Honors Research poster session in Fall 2015. SumVis

was praised for its intuitive and visually-pleasing interface. Suggestions for improvement

included:

1. Providing context for the glyphs. Although the visualization provided a clear

summary of the components of a graph, it was difficult to see where the glyphs belonged

with respect to the original graph. It was suggested that context should be provided
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for the glyphs in some way.

2. Refining expansion phase. Another point of criticism was that the cut from the

main visualization screen to the expanded glyph screen was a little jarring. The users

felt that the switching between the two screens would benefit from a transition, like a

fade or a zoom. Some users felt that putting the expanded glyph in a separate screen

from the main visualization made it difficult for them to remember which glyph was

selected, so the expanded glyph should instead be part of the main visualization.

3.4 Final Implementation

3.4.1 Interface Design

Five major changes were made to the interface:

1. Removal of customization. During the user testing phase for the initial implemen-

tation, customization was not a feature that was given much attention. For that reason

the option was removed.

2. Removal of glyph expansion. Since there were several issues with the glyph expan-

sion phase, this feature was removed. Instead, two new views were added to replace

glyph expansion.

3. Introduction of scrolling. Users now have to option to scroll through the entire file

of structures found by VoG.

4. Introduction of spy plot view. SumVis now uses a spy plot2 to supplement the
2 A plot of the graph’s adjacency matrix
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glyph visualization.

5. Introduction of node-link diagram (‘hairball’) view. There is now an option

to view the original graph with the full set of edges and vertices in node-link diagram

format. This view is referred to as the ‘hairball’ view.

The combined additions of the spy plot view and hairball view addresses the need for

context for the glyphs as they provide the glyphs’ locations relative to the actual data.

3.4.2 Visualization and Interaction

The interaction mechanics are unchanged from the initial implementation. With the intro-

duction of the spy plot and hairball views users can now see their selections reflected on

the other views. Selecting a glyph highlights its location on the spyplot and hairball views

and users may switch between the two views using the ‘Show Hairball’ or ‘Show Spy Plot’

buttons.

When the user has a glyph selected, they may choose to roll over another glyph to

compare their points on the spy plot. The spyplot points for the first glyph are highlighted

in red while the points for the second glyph are highlighted in blue. If the two glyphs share

common edges, the corresponding spyplot points would be highlighted in purple.
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Figure 10: Detailed view of output produced by SumVis on a toy graph contain-

ing 1,162 edges. The spy plot (top) and hairball (bottom) views are shown.
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Figure 11: Output produced by SumVis on a toy graph containing 1,419 edges.

The spy plot (left) and hairball (right) views are shown for each structure.
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Figure 11 shows screenshots of the spy plot and hairball views for all the main substruc-

tures found by VoG. In the screenshots the glyphs have been selected and their correspond-

ing regions in the spy plot and hairball are highlighted. Row-wise, from top, the selected

structures are: bipartite-core, full-clique, chain, and star.

Figure 12: A full-clique has been selected and a bipartite core is being hovered

over. Their shared edges can be seen as purple dots on the spy plot.
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4 Results

SumVis was used to visualize the degeneracy-cores3 of real large-scale network datasets ob-

tained from the Stanford Network Analysis Platform (SNAP). Findings are reported on an

Internet traffic network4 and an email communication network5.

Figure 13: First 5 structures found in the degeneracy-core for the CAIDA In-

ternet traffic network. The dataset contains 1,070 edges.

3 A k-core of a graph is the subgraph left after removing nodes with degree less than k until convergence.

The degeneracy is the highest k value such that the k-core exists and the degeneracy-core is the k-core

where k equals the degeneracy.
4 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/as-caida.html
5 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/email-Enron.html
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It was found that the CAIDA dataset consisted mainly of stars and full-cliques with many

overlapping nodes and occasionally overlapping edges. Figure 13 highlights a full-clique and

a star detected in the dataset.

Figure 14: Various structures found in the degeneracy-core for the Email com-

munication network. The dataset contains 9,633 edges.
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It was found that the vast majority of structures in the Enron dataset were stars. Some

small chains, small near-bipartite cores, and one large full-clique were also found. The small

chains in the graph are particularly interesting as they suggest the distribution of chain

letters, which could be an indication of fradulent activity. Figure 14 highlights a star, chain,

and full-clique detected in dataset.

5 Comparison with Prior Work

(a) Enron network in Gephi. (b) Enron network in SumVis.

Figure 15: Comparison of how the Enron network is visualized in Gephi and

SumVis.

It is clear that the visual summarization of the graph provided by SumVis offers much

more insight than a standard node-link diagram. This only reinforces the importance of

visual summaries, as they have the ability to turn an otherwise illegible set of data into

a comprehensible and analyzable configuration. The motif simplification (see Figure 2)

implementated by Dunne et al. similarly provides an effective visual summary of a graph,

but SumVis offers more detailed information by providing a spy plot of the graph and
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highlighting relevant sections.

6 Future Efforts

Since SumVis relies on VoG to extract subgraphs from input graphs, it requires a MATLAB

license on a user’s computer, which limits the number of users that can benefit from SumVis.

In future iterations SumVis should perform all the subgraph extraction and visualization

on its own so that it does not need to rely on MATLAB. Ideally, the system would be made

available as a web application that is free for many users to access.

Improvements can also be made to the spy plot layout. Currently the spy plot is simply

organized by ascending node ID, but an alternative approach would be to order the columns

by PageRank.
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